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Bond Sales Created Many National
Bank Note Rarities and Missed Types

The purpose of this article is to illustrate the impacts
that bond sales had on the rarity of National Bank Note
issues. In the extreme, possible types were totally
eliminated from some banks' issues. The examples used
here are from Arizona banks, but the same story was
repeated countless times nationwide.

Bond -Secured Circulation

National Bank Notes were secured by bonds
deposited with the Treasurer. If the bank purchased a
$50,000 bond with a circulation privilege, the
Comptroller of the Currency would issue $50,000 in
National Bank Notes to the bank. As these notes wore
out and were retired by the Comptroller, an equal value
in notes was shipped to the bank to maintain its bonded
circulation.

If the bank sold a bond, money equal to the face value
of the bond was placed in the redemption fund. These
monies were used to retire an equivalent amount of the
bank's circulation as notes came in for redemption.

For example, let's say a bank had $50,000 in bonds
and a corresponding circulation of $50,000. Now
assume it sold $20,000 worth of its bonds, leaving it with
$30,000 in bonded circulation. There would be $50,600 in
notes in circulation on the day the bonds were sold.
Before any new notes could be shipped to the bank,
$20,000 would have to be retired from circulation and
credited to the redemption fund.

Drastic Cutback in Nogales

As shown on Table 1, the First National Bank of
Nogales increased its bonded circulation from $6,250 to
$50,000 between 1903 and 1909. $50,000 was a
respectable circulation for an Arizona territorial bank,
and the bank maintained this amount until 1920.
Suddenly on September 20, 1920, the bank sold $45,000
in bonds, reducing its circulation to a $5,000 pittance.
$45,000 was immediately deposited in the redemption
fund. The bank received its last shipment to cover
redemptions from its $50,000 circulation on September
16, four days before the bond sale. This shipment
contained 10-10-10-20 1902 Blue Seal Plain Backs with
serials 3605-3618 amounting to $700. From September
20 forward, no notes were issued until the $45,000 was
retired.
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State note shipped to the bank August 9, 1927 in an 8-
sheet shipment to maintain the bank's tiny circulation
of $5,000.

Table 2 that this feat was accomplished in only three
years and one month. This retirement rate averages
$1,200 per month. By October 29, 1923, the $45,000 was
in, leaving only $5,000 outstanding. Now as additional
notes vs re redeemed, new sheets were again shipped to
the bank. The first new shipment was sent on December
31, 192:3. and consisted of six sheets as shown on Table
9,

As you can see from Table 2, it doesn't take many new
sheets each year to offset redemptions from a $5,000
circulation. The average was about 26 sheets or $1,750
per year. This still amounts to a startling annual
turnover of 35 percent of the bank's circulation. This
percentage becomes very significant when you are
looking deeply into the past for those early series notes!

The net result of these facts is that between 1923 and
1929, only $5,000 in Nogales (6591) notes were in
circulation. The chances for one of them being saved
was substantially reduced. In late 1929, as shown on
Table 1, the bank again began to purchase bonds to
increase its circulation. In all it increased its bonding by
$95,000 but only the first $10,000 was covered by
shipments of 1902 Blue Seal Plain Backs. The other
$85,000 went out in the form of new 1929 notes. The
slight shot in the arm for the old 1902 notes might have
helped because for a few days there was $15,000 worth of
them floating around.

The fact is, the tiny circulation of the Nogales bank
during the last nine years of its large note issues
severely impacted the availability of its large notes. The
known notes salvaged from this minute circulation
included the following: territorial $10 1902 Red Seal
serial 1, territorial $10 1902 Red Seal serial 2, territorial
$10 1902 Date Back serial 1949, and state $10 1902 Blue
Seal Plain Back serial 3744. Quite obviously, the large
size state note is an important rarity. The Red Seals
represent a miracle of survival and now account for 50
percent of the known Arizona Red Seal supply.

With a $100,000 circulation, the 1929 issues on this
bank fall in the scarce category today, there being 14
reported to me so far. By Arizona standards, this is an
"almost common" bank, as it ranks fourth most
common out of the 11 banks which issued 1929 notes.

Missed Type in Phoenix
How long does it take to retrieve $45,000 from a

$500,000 circulation? You might be surprised to see from One thing that puzzled me for years was the fact that
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the Phoenix National Bank (4729) never issued Type 2
small notes even though Van Belkum showed its 1934
circulation at a whopping $150,000. The $150,000 1934
circulation was only part of the story. If you will look at
the bond record for this bank on Table 3, you will see
that it started the 1929 era with $150,000 but increased
this to an astounding $500,000 by late 1932. This
heyday did not last. The pressure of the depression
forced the bank to contract its circulation. As shown at
Table 3, it dropped back to $150,000 between August 8,
1933 and June 5, 1934.

Part of a $234,360 shipment to the bank August 30, 1932,
to cover the last part of $252,000 due the bank from its
August 12, 1932 bond purchases.

Whole No. 95

First National Bank of Douglas, Arizona (6633).

It is worthwhile to examine the redemption record for
this bank because it nicely illustrates just how rapidly
notes come in. When the bank sold its bonds on October
23, 1924, it had an outstanding circulation of $50,000.
See Table 4 for the depletion of this total up through
1935 when the records cease.

Notice that before the end of 1924, $6,850 had already
come in. The following year $26,950 was retired,
representing in that year alone 54 percent of the original
$50,000 circulation. At the close of record keeping on
January 24, 1935, there was only $1,707.50 outstanding
on the bank. You onder how the last 45 years treated
that small amount!

My records indicate that not much is left of the
remaining $1,707.50. At this writing, I have been able to
document the existence of five notes on the bank: a $10
Red Seal territorial, `, 1() 1902 Date Back territorial, two
$5 1902 Blue Seal Plain backs, and a $10 1902 Blue Seal
Plain Back. This is slim pickins' from a bank with a
closing circulation of $50,000.

Try a Little Digging

As with any dwindling circulation, money was placed
in the redemption fund to retire the excess outstanding
notes. For the Phoenix bank, this necessity wiped out its
chances for Type 2 issues. The reason: the rate of bond
sales for the bank was more rapid than redemptions
between 1933 and 1935.

The last sheets shipped to the bank were as follows:
Type 1 1040-1040-10-10 serial 4136 on July 19,1933 and
Type 1 20-20-20-20-20-20 serial 3974 on July 27, 1933. The
$20's were part of the last shipment to replace worn
notes from the banks $500,000 circulation.

Between August 8, 1934, when the first bond was sold,
and July 25, 1935, when records ceased, $199,540 worth
was retired. This amounts to 40 percent of the peak
$500,000 circulation! However, $6,720 in large notes,
and $293,740 in small notes remained outstanding on
July 25, 1935. These totals add up to $300,460, still
considerably more than the $150,000 bonded circulation
for the bank at the close of the note issuing period. As
you can clearly see, the potential Type 2's never had a
chance. In fact, none were even printed!

Series of 1929 Type 1 notes from the Phoenix National
Bank are fairly common However, they are seldom
found in grades better than fine. In fact a solid fine
specimen is a worthwhile addition to any collection

Attrition in Douglas

A number of banks took advantage of the provisions
of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, and sold their bonds
to the Fed, or for other reasons withdrew their bonds
without going out of business. One such bank was the

If there is a lesson in this, it is that collectors should
not judge the rarity of a bank's early issues based on the
last circulation figure available for the bank. Van
Belkum's book shows $100,000 out on t' .e Nogales bank
in 1934. In 1968, when the state notr was offered to me,
the seller and I had seen enough i929 notes from the
bank to lead us to believe its large notes were also
common. The $100,000 in Van Belkum's book cooled us
even more. It turns out that the note is a key to a state set
of large notes on Arizona. It would have been a sad
mistake for me if I had not coughed up the $80 price tag
for this note. I was tempted to wait for a nicer copy to
come along. If I had, I would still be in line!

If you want to get a good perspective on rarity short of
digging through the Currency and Bond Ledgers in the
Archives in Washington, look at the annual circulation
figures for the banks of interest to you. These are
available in the annual reports of the Comptroller of the
Currency, a series of publications which are rather
readily available at large libraries.

A note sent to the bank October 15, 1923, a year before
the bank sold all its bonds and stopped issuing notes.
Photo courtesy of Chris Schlather.
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Table 1. Bond record for the First National Bank of Nogales,
Arizona (6591) between 1903 and 1935.

Date 	 Transaction
Jan. 24, 1903 purchased $6.250
Jan. 25. 1905 purchased 6,250
June 20, 1906 purchases 5,000
July 3, 1906 purchased 10,000
Dec. 20, 1906 purchased 10,000
Jan. 6, 1901 purchased 2,500
Feb. 17, 1909 purchased 5,000
July 19, 1909 purchased 5,000
Sep. 20, 1920 SOLD 45,000
Aug. 28, 1929 purchased 10,000

Oct. 24, 1929 purchased 50,000

Nov. 7, 1929 purchased 35,000 1000,000 	 maintained $100,000
circulation through 1935

NOTE: $45,000 in outstanding currency is redeemed between Sept. 16,
1920 and Oct. 29, 1923.

Table 3. Bond records for the 1929 issues of the Phoenix Na-
tional Bank, Arizona (4729).

Date Transaction Bonded Circulation

1”29 carried forward $150,000
Aug. 12, 1932 purchased $75,000 225,000
Aug. 12, 1932 purchased 100,000 325,000
Aug. 12, 1932 purchased 77,000 402,000
Aug. 31, 1932 purchased 98,000 500,000
Aug. 8, 1933 SOLD 98,000 402,000
June 5, 1934 SOLD 100,000 302,000
June 5, 1934 SOLD 75,000 227,000
June 5, 1934 SOLD 77,000 150,000
Aug. 24, 1934 SOLD 150,000 -0-

Bonded
	

Special
Circulation 	 Information
$ 6,250
	

Red Seal sheets 1 to 125!
12,500
17,500
27,500
37,500
40,000
45,000
50,000
5,000

15,000 covered by 1902 sheets
3833-4032

65,000 	 covered by 1st 1929 notes

Table 2. Record of the Series of 1902 Blue Seal Date and Plain
Back 10-10-10-20 state sheets issued to the First Na-
tional Bank of Nogales, Arizona (6591).

Year

Highest Serial
Issued During

Year
Number of

Sheets Issued Special Information
1913 450 450 sheet 1 shipped Mar. 26,

1913
1914 949 499
1915 1420 471
1916 1858 438 sheet 1500 was last 02

Date Back; shipped Feb.
28, 1916

1917 2306 448
1918 2678 372
1919 3102 424
1920 3618 516 sheets 3605-3618 shipped

Sept. 16, 1920
1921
1922
1923 3624 6 sheets 3619-3624 shipped

Dec. 31, 1923
1924 3648 24
1925 3680 32
1926 3718 38
1927 3756 38
1928 3797 41
1929 4040 243 sheets 4033-4040 shipped

Oct. 	 10, 	 1929; 	 sheets
3833-4032 	 covered
$10,000 bond purchased
Aug. 28, 1929

Table 4. Rate at which the circulation of the First National Bank
of Douglas was retired after the bank sold its bonds on
October 23, 1924

Year
Amount Retired in

Calendar year
Amount Left
Outstanding

1924 a $ 6,850 $43,147.50 c
1925 26,950 16,197.50
1926 8,300 7,897.50
1927 2,215 5,682.50
1928 1,140 4,542.50
1929 750 3,792.50
1930 750 3,042.50
1931 565 2,477.50
1932 270 2,207.50
1933 330 1,877.50
1934 70 1,807.50
1935 b 100 1,707.50

a. October 23 to December 31, 1924.
b. January 1 to January 24, 1935, then records cease.
c. Half a $5 had been retired previously and credited to the bank so re-

demption fund began with $49,997.50 instead of $50,000.

NASCA To Sell Stanley Gibbons Ltd. World
Coins & Bank Notes

NASCA has announced that after meeting in London with
representatives of Stanley Gibbons Ltd. and Letraset (the
parent corporation of Stanley Gibbons) it has been selected to
sell the bank note holdings and foreign coins from all world-
wide offices of Stanley Gibbons.

This material, numbering nearly 35,000 bank notes and
several thousand coins, will be offered in a series of auction
sales in the United States beginning with the September 1981
sale being held in conjunction with Greater N. Y. Currency
Convention. This September auction sale will feature notes of
the United States including Federal, Obsoletes, Confederates,
Fractionals, and Colonial issues with rarities and high
condition notes in abundance.

Subsequent sales of the Stanley Gibbons material will begin
with the December 1981 auction sale immediately preceding

the N. Y. International Coin Convention and will feature a
broad selection of the world-wide bank notes and world coins.

The holdings of Stanley Gibbons are well balanced with
world-wide representation and strong emphasis on British and
Commonwealth issues. The offering includes many choice and
superb examples as well as proofs, specimens, patterns, and
several semi-unique pieces. The collection is valued at
1,000,000 pounds and contains many rare and desirable issues
not seen on the marketplace for many years.

Several auction catalogues will be prepared and all those
interested in receiving further details about consignments or
catalogues should write Herb Melnick, Executive Director of
NASCA, at their headquarters at 265 Sunrise Highway, Suite
53, Rockville Centre, L. I., New York, 11570 (telephone number
516/764-6677 or 78).
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